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The Semanti Web is an extension of the urrent World Wide Web in whih infor-

mation is given a well-de�ned meaning, so that omputers and people may more

easily work in ooperation. This is done by introduing a formal logial layer to the

Web in whih one an perform rigorous logial inferene. However, the Semanti

Web does not inlude a mehanism for empirial, sienti� reasoning whih is based

on probabilisti inferene. Bayesian networks are a popular mehanism for mod-

eling unertainty and performing probabilisti inferene in biomedial situations.

They are a fundamental probabilisti representation mehanism that subsumes

a great variety of other probabilisti modeling methods, suh as hidden Markov

models and stohasti dynami systems. In this paper we propose an extension to

the Semanti Web whih we all the Bayesian Web that supports Bayesian net-

works and that integrates probabilisti inferene with logial inferene. Within the

Bayesian Web, one an perform both logial inferene and probabilisti inferene

as well as reonile stohasti models and perform statistial deisions. We dis-

uss how the Bayesian Web would be used for representing and reasoning within

biomedial ontologies.

1. Introdution

Probabilisti modeling has a long history, and it is the basis for the empirial

methodology that has been used with great suess by modern sienti� dis-

iplines. Stohasti models have traditionally been expressed using math-

ematial notation that was developed long before omputers and graphial

user interfaes beame ommonly available. A Bayesian network (BN)

9

is

a graphial mehanism for speifying the joint probability distribution of a

set of random variables. As suh BNs are a fundamental probabilisti rep-

resentation mehanism for stohasti models. The use of graphs provides

an intuitive and visually appealing interfae whereby humans an express

omplex stohasti models. This graphial struture also has been used in

the design of eÆient algorithms for data mining, learning and stohasti

1
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inferene.

The range of potential appliability of BNs is large, and their popularity

has been growing rapidly. BNs have been espeially popular in biomedial

appliations where they have been used for diagnosing diseases

5

and study-

ing omplex ellular networks

3

, among many other appliations. The BNs

that have been developed for disease diagnosis are espeially large.

The Semanti Web (SW) was proposed by Tim Berners-Lee and his

olleagues

2

as a means of introduing formal semantis to the World Wide

Web. One of the fundamental features of the Web is its support for resoure

identi�ers (URIs) whih make it possible for douments to refer to eah

other as well as for multiple douments to make referenes to the same

resoure. The SW goes one step further and adds formal semantis to

the resoures identi�ed by URIs and to the links between resoures. All

reasoning in the SW is formal and rigorous.

Although very large BNs are now being developed, eah BN is on-

struted in isolation. Interoperability of BNs is possible only if there is a

framework for one to identify ommon variables. In this paper we propose

to use the SW as the basis for supporting BN interoperability. This is done

by adding BN layer to the SW. We all the resulting framework the Bayesian

Web (BW). This framework makes it possible to perform operations suh

as:

� Use a BN developed by some other group almost as easily as one

now navigates from one Web page to another.

� Make stohasti inferene and statistial deisions using informa-

tion from one soure and a BN from another soure.

� Fuse BNs obtained from disparate soures by identifying variables

that measure the same phenomenon.

� Reonile and validate BNs by heking mutual onsisteny.

This paper begins with some bakgroundmaterial on BNs and stohasti

inferene inluding some examples from medial diagnosis. In Setion 3 we

disuss the basi requirements for interoperability of BNs whih are the

motivation for this paper. Setion 4 then gives some bakground on the

SW. In Setion 5 we give a onrete proposal for a BW whih ombines BNs

with the SW. The paper ends with some onlusions and future diretions

for this work.
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2. Bayesian Networks and Inferene

A BN is a graphial formalism for speifying a stohasti model. The

random variables of the stohasti model are represented as nodes of a

graph. We will use the terms \node" and \random variable" interhange-

ably. While one would think that the notion of a random variable is unam-

biguous, in fat it is a ombination of two di�erent onepts. First, there is

the phenomenon that is being observed or measured, suh as one toss of a

oin or the measurement of a person's blood pressure. The seond onept

is the probability distribution of the phenomenon. It is the ombination of

these two notions whih is the mathematial onept of a random variable.

The relationship between the phenomenon and its probability distribution

is many-to-many. Many phenomena have the same probability distribution,

and the same phenomenon an be distribution in many ways. The reason

why a phenomenon does not uniquely determine its probability distribution

is due to the notion of onditioning. As one observes related events, the

distribution of a phenomenon hanges. The phenomenon is the same, what

hanges is the knowledge about it (or more preisely about one instane of

it).

The edges denote dependenies between the random variables. This is

done by speifying a onditional probability distribution (CPD) of a node by

speifying the onditional probability of eah value of the node given eah

ombination of values of the nodes at the other ends of the inoming edges.

The nodes at the other ends of the inoming edges are alled the parent

nodes. A CPD is a funtion from all the possible values of the parent nodes

to probability distributions on the node. Suh a funtion has been alled a

stohasti funtion

6

. If a node has no inoming edges, then its CPD is just

the probability distribution of the node. It is also required that the edges

of a BN never form a direted yle: a BN is ayli. If two nodes are not

linked by an edge, then they are independent.

Some of the earliest work on BNs, and one of the motivations for the

notion, was to add probabilities to expert systems used for medial diagno-

sis. The Quik Medial Referene Deision Theoreti (QMR-DT) projet

5

is building a very large (448 nodes and 908 edges) BN. Consider, for ex-

ample, the BN shown in Figure 1. The BN is a very small diagnosti BN

whih spei�es a stohasti model with four random variables: (1) Flu, i.e.,

a patient has inuenza, (2) Cold, i.e., a patient has one of a number of

milder respiratory infetions, (3) Pereives Fever, i.e., the patient pereives

having a fever, (4) Temperature, the ontinuous random variable represent-
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Figure 1. Example of a BN for medial diagnosis. Retangles represent disrete random

variables and ovals represent ontinuous random variables.

ing a measurement of the patient's body temperature. Note that three of

the random variables are Boolean, the simplest kind of disrete random

variable, and that the fourth random variable is ontinuous. Two of the

nodes have no inoming edges, so their CPDs are just PDs, and beause

the nodes are Boolean, they an be spei�ed with just one probability. We

assume that Pr(F lu) = 0:0001 and that Pr(Cold) = 0:01, reeting the

fat that inuenza is far less ommon than the ommon old.

The CPD for the Pereives Fever (PF) node has two inoming edges, so

its CPD is a table that gives a onditional probability for every ombination

of inputs and outputs. The CPD for the Temperature (T) node has two

inoming edges, so its CPD will have 4 entries as in the ase above, but

eah entry is a ontinuous probability distribution.

BNs have a number of other names. One of these, belief networks, hap-

pens to have the same aronym. BNs are also alled probabilisti networks,

direted graphial models, ausal networks and \generative" models. The

last two of these names arise from the fat that the edges an be interpreted

as speifying how auses generate e�ets. One of the motivations for in-

troduing BNs was to give a solid mathematial foundation for the notion

of ausality. In partiular, the onern was to distinguish ausality from

orrelation. A number of books have appeared that deal with these issues

suh as one by Pearl

10

who originated the notion of BNs. For ausation in

biology see

11

. Other books that deal with this subjet are

413

.

One of the main uses of a BN is to make dedutions. A BN ats some-

thing like a rule engine. In a rule engine, one spei�es a olletion of if-then

rules, alled the rule base. One an then input a olletion of known fats

(typially obtained by some kind of measurement or observation). The rule
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engine then expliitly (as in a forward haining rule engine) or impliitly

(as in a bakward haining rule engine) infers other fats using the rules.

The set of spei�ed and inferred fats form the knowledge base. One an

then query the knowledge base onerning whether a partiular fat or set

of fats has been inferred.

As in a rule engine, one an speify known fats to a BN (via measure-

ment or observation), and then query the BN to determine inferred fats.

Speifying known fats is done by giving the values of some of the random

variables. The nodes that have been given values are termed the evidene.

One an then hoose one or more of the other nodes as the query nodes.

The answer to the query is the JPD of the query nodes given the evidene.

Sine a BN is a mehanism for representing a JPD, the result of a BN

inferene is BN on a subset of the nodes of the original BN.

3. Requirements for Bayesian Network Interoperability

The most fundamental requirement of BN interoperability is to have a

ommon interhange format. However, this alone would not be enough for

one to automatially ombine data and BNs from di�erent soures. In this

setion we disuss the requirements for BNs to be fully interoperable in the

sense disussed in the introdution.

The following are the requirements for BN interoperability and the pro-

posed BW:

(1) Interhange format. There already exists an format for represent-

ing BNs, alled the XML Belief Network format (XBN)

14

. This

XML �le format was developed by Mirosoft's Deision Theory and

Adaptive Systems Group. This format evolved from a standard-

ization e�ort to develop the Bayesian Network Interhange Format

(BNIF).

(2) Common variables. It should be possible for the same variable to

appear in di�erent BNs. For example, whether a person has the

u should be the same variable no matter whih BN it appears in.

Being able to speify or to dedue that two entities are the same is

a fundamental feature of the Semanti Web. Of ourse the ontext

within whih a BN is valid a�ets the meaning of the variable. For

example, one might be interested only in the ourrene of the u in

Spain in 1918. This would be very di�erent from the u in Australia

in 2004.

(3) Annotation and referene makes it possible to speify the ontext
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of a BN. In so doing one also spei�es the meaning of the variables.

One should be able to refer to a BN and for a BN to refer to other

information. In other words, the BN is itself an entity about whih

one an make statements. Annotations are also important for au-

thentiation and trust. The BN itself an laim that it arises from

a soure that one trusts, but one would only believe it if a trusted

soure refers to the BN.

(4) Open hierarhy of distribution types. New probability distributions

and onditional probability distributions an be introdued by sub-

lassing other distributions.

(5) BN omponents. A BN an be onstruted from known piees. It

an also be onstruted by instantiating a template (possibly more

than one). A BN omponent is a partially spei�ed BN.

(6) Information fusion. Multiple BNs an be ombined to form new

BNs. This is a very di�erent form of ombination than omponent-

based onstrution. This tehnique is alled information fusion.

Inferene is, in fat, a form of information fusion beause the output

of inferene is a JPD on the query nodes whih an be expressed as

another BN.

4. The Semanti Web

The inreasing diversity and omplexity of information available eletroni-

ally has spurred interest in the notion of formal ontologies and in automat-

ing many ontology-related ativities that were traditionally performed man-

ually. Web-enabled agents represent one tehnology for addressing this

need

8

. These agents an reason about knowledge and an dynamially

integrate servies at run-time. Formal ontologies are the basis for suh

agents.

The Resoure Desription Framework (RDF)

7

and the Web Ontology

Language (OWL)

12

are ontology language standards developed under the

auspies of the World Wide Web Consortium. RDF is the basi language

with the minimum number of onstruts neessary for expressing ontologies.

OWL adds features to RDF in a series of three versions (or levels), alled

OWL Lite, OWL-DL and OWL Full.

The DL in OWL-DL stands for \desription logi". This is a form

of logi that lass onstrution as the primary modeling mehanism. A

lass is essentially the same as the notion of set in mathematis. A lass is

onstruted by speifying its members using other lasses. For example, the
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de�nition of autoradiography is \A tehnique that uses X-ray �lm to loate

radioatively labeled moleules or fragments of moleules." From a DL

perspetive, autoradiography is a lass onsisting of those members of the

tehnique lass that use X-ray �lm to loate radioatively labeled moleules

or fragments of moleules. Queries to an OWL-DL ontology would mostly

be onerned with whether or not a spei� entity belongs to a spei�ed

lass.

Expressing BNs using riher ontology languages, suh as RDF or OWL,

would be bene�ial for a number of reasons. One an take advantage of

language onstruts that exist in RDF and OWL that annot be expressed

in XML alone. RDF and OWL have inferening apabilities that XML

does not have. A rules language is being developed for OWL. If BNs were

expressed using OWL, then it should be possible to speify both logial

rules and probabilisti rules in the same doument.

5. Combining the Semanti Web with Bayesian Networks

We now give a onrete proposal for how the Semanti Web an be aug-

mented to inlude BNs and stohasti inferene. The arhiteture for the

Semanti Web onsists of a series of layers as shown in Figure 2. This �gure

was taken from a presentation by Tim Berners-Lee

1

. The layers that are

relevant to the BW are the following:

(1) The Resoure Desription Framework (RDF) layer introdues se-

mantis to XML. It makes it possible to link one resoure to another

resoure suh that the link and resoures may be in di�erent Web

pages. RDF is a minimalist semanti layer with only the most basi

onstruts.

(2) The Web Ontology (OWL) layer expands on the RDF layer by

adding more onstruts and riher formal semantis.

(3) The Logi layer adds inferene. At this layer one an have both

resoures and links that have been inferred. However, the inferene

is limited by the formal semantis spei�ed by RDF and OWL.

(4) The Proof layer adds rules. Rules an take many forms suh as

logial rules as in the Logi Layer, searh rules for �nding douments

that math a query, and domain-spei� heuristi rules.

The proposed BW onsists of a olletion of ontologies that formalize

the notion of a BN together with stohasti inferene rules. The BW re-

sides primarily on two of the SW layers: the Web Ontology layer and the
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Figure 2. The Semanti Web arhiteture.

Proof layer. The BW ontologies are expressed in OWL on the Web On-

tology layer, and the algorithms for the stohasti operations are loated

on the Proof layer. By splitting the BW into two layers, one ensures that

BW information an be proessed using generi SW tools whih have no

understanding of probability or statistis. The result of proessing at the

OWL layer is to obtain authentiated and syntatially onsistent BNs.

The probabilisti and statistial semantis is spei�ed on the Proof layer

whih requires engines that understand probability and statistis.

6. The Bayesian Web Ontology

The ontology for BNs is built from three sub-ontologies, eah of whih

imports the previous ones:

(1) The ontology of elementary probability distributions.

(2) The ontology of networks of onditional probability distributions.

(3) The ontology of phenomena whih an be modeled using BNs.

In this setion we onstrut these ontologies

The top level onept of the BW is the BN whih is used to model

network of more elementary phenomena. See Figure 3. A BN onsists of a

olletion of nodes, eah of whih represents one elementary phenomenon.

Think of a node as a random variable whose probability distribution has

not yet been spei�ed. A node has a range of values. For example, the

height of a person is a positive real number. A Node an depend on other

Nodes. A dependeny is alled a dependeny ar. It is onvenient to order
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Figure 3. Ontology for Bayesian Networks

the dependenies of a single node, so in Figure 3, a Node an depend on

a NodeList, whih onsists of a sequene of Nodes. The order of the de-

pendenies is used when the onditional probabilities are spei�ed. A BN

an import another BN. The nodes and dependenies of an imported BN

beome part of the importing BN.

The most omplex part of a BN is its joint probability distribution whih

is spei�ed using a olletion of onditional and unonditional probability

distributions. Sine a BN an have more than one probability distribution,

the notion of a BN distribution (BND) is separated from that of the BN.

There is a one-to-many relationship between the onepts of BN and BND.

A BND onsists of a olletion distributions, one for eah node in the BN.

A node distribution (ND) relates one node to its onditional (probability)

distribution.

The notion of a onditional (probability) distribution is the main on-

ept in the onditional probability ontology, as shown in Figure 4. A ondi-

tional distribution has three speial ases. It an be a onditional probability

distribution table (CPT), a general stohasti funtion (SF) or an (unon-

ditional) probability distribution. The �rst of these is used by phenomena

with a small number of possible values (alled states in this ase). Most

urrent BN tools support only this kind of onditional probability spei�-

ation.

A CPT is de�ned reursively, with one level for eah dependeny. There

is one onditional probability entry (CPE) for eah value of the �rst parent

node. Eah CPE spei�es a weight and a CPT for the remaining parent

nodes. Weights are nonnegative real numbers. They are normalized to

de�ne a probability distribution. At the last level one uses an unonditional
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Figure 4. Ontology for Conditional Probability Distributions

probability distribution.

A SF is also de�ned reursively, but instead of using an expliit olletion

of CPEs, it uses one or more funtions that speify the parameter(s) of the

remaining distributions. The most ommon funtion is linear funtion, and

it is the only one urrently inluded, but others an be added. This is

neessary for dependenies on ontinuous phenomena.

Probability distributions are lassi�ed in the Probability Distribution

ontology shown in Figure 5. This ontology is a hierarhy of the most om-

monly used probability distributions. The main lassi�ation is between

disrete and ontinuous distributions. Disrete distributions may either be

de�ned by a formula (as in the Poisson and Binomial distributions) or ex-

pliitly for eah value (state). Every ontinuous distribution an be altered

by hanging its sale or by translating it (or both). The most ommonly

used ontinuous distributions are the uniform and Gaussian (normal) distri-

butions. The uniform distribution is on the unit interval and the Gaussian

has mean 0 and variane 1. Other uniform and Gaussian distributions an

be obtained by saling and translating the standard ones. Other ommonly

used distributions are the exponential and hi-square distributions as well
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as the Student's t (due to Gosset) and Fisher's F.

Figure 5. Ontology for Probability Distributions

7. Conlusion

This paper has presented an extension of the Semanti Web that integrates

probabilisti inferene with logial inferene. In the proess it opens possi-

bilities for automating proesses suh as reoniliation, onsisteny heking

and information fusion of sienti� results from diverse soures. However,

many hallenges remain before the BW an be fully realized. As a �rst step,

existing tools for BN analysis must be adapted to use the proposed BW on-

tology. A more fundamental problem is to speify the semantis of the BW.

While there is a formal semantis for the SW and BNs separately, there is

no formal semantis that ombines the two. At the least, there should be

minimum logial requirements for BN information from two soures to be

fusable. If it has been determined that this information is fusable, then

there should be a formal mathematial de�nition of the fused result.
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